Low-energy (100 eV) electron-stimulated reactions in layered H 2 O/CO/H 2 O ices are investigated. For CO layers buried in amorphous solid water (ASW) films at depths of 50 ML or less from the vacuum interface, both oxidation and reduction reactions are observed. However for CO buried more deeply in ASW films, only the reduction of CO to methanol is observed. Experiments with layered films of H 2 O and D 2 O show that the hydrogen atoms participating in the reduction of the buried CO originate in the region that is 10 -50 ML below the surface of the ASW films and subsequently diffuse through the film.
a CO layer trapped at a known location within a water film involved several steps. First, a non-porous water film was deposited on the Pt(111) using a molecular beam at normal incidence at 100 K. [57] [58] [59] The coverage of this "spacer" layer was usually 30 ML, which is sufficiently thick that the Pt(111) substrate was unlikely to influence the reactions. Several control experiments with thicker ASW layers confirmed this assumption (data not shown). Next, a layer of CO, typically with θ CO ~ 4 × 10 14 molecules/cm 2 , was adsorbed at T < 30 K. Finally, to bury the CO within the water film, ASW "cap" layers of varying coverages, θ Cap , were adsorbed as follows: 10 ML of water was adsorbed at T < 30 K, then the temperature was set to 100 K and additional water was adsorbed to reach the desired θ Cap . During the annealing of the initial 10 ML water cap to 100 K, unstable structures within the water relax effectively locking the CO in place.
The procedure described above for depositing the layered ASW/CO/ASW films was developed based on several control experiments that were conducted to determine the initial distribution of CO within the ASW films. For example, by measuring the amount of CO that desorbed upon subsequent heating as a function of the coverage of the water dosed at T < 30 K it was determined that a 3 ML H 2 O film traps ~50% of the CO, while a 10 ML H 2 O film traps essentially all the adsorbed CO (see Figure S1 , supplemental information). Since investigations by Kay and co-workers have demonstrated that diffusion of atoms and small molecules in ASW is negligible below ~120 K, 53 the results in Figure S1 effectively give the width of the CO layer within the ASW/CO/ASW films (see inset, Fig. S1 ). As described below, most of the results presented here will focus on experiments where θ Cap > 50 ML. As a result, the width of the CO layer (full width at half maximum ~ 3 ML) is small compared to the width of the ASW cap layer.
Experiments described below showing sequential reactions in two CO distinct layers of 13 CO and 12 CO separated by 10 ML of water also support the results shown in Figure S1 .
For all the experiments reported here, the incident electron energy was 100 eV. As described previously, the electron beam was rastered over the surface to provide a uniform fluence of electrons.
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Typical instantaneous current densities were ~1.5 × 10 15 #/cm 2 /s with a beam diameter of ~1.5 mm.
Because electron-stimulated sputtering of the water films can be significant in the course of experiments involving large electron fluences, 62 additional water was dosed during the experiments to maintain the thickness of the ASW cap layer. Therefore, the typical experimental procedure included preparing the layered ASW film with the trapped CO (as described above) and obtaining an IRAS spectrum prior to irradiating the film. Next, the films were irradiated with energetic electrons. After the irradiation, additional water was dosed to account for the amount sputtered during the irradiation, and an infrared spectrum for the irradiated film was obtained. The sequence of electron irradiation, water dosing and IRAS was then repeated the desired number of times to obtain a series of IRAS spectra for increasing electron fluences while maintaining an approximately constant water coverage. For example, for the results shown in Figure 4a , the amount of water sputtered during each irradiation cycle was ~8 ML. Thus for the experiment with a 60 ML cap, the coverage varied between 60 ML at the beginning of each irradiation cycle to ~52 ML at the end while the 200 ML cap varied between 200 ML and 192 ML. For several cases, we also repeated the experiments with smaller electron fluences (and thus less sputtering and redosing) per cycle and found similar results to those shown. Typically, the experiments depend on the electron fluence (i.e. #/cmthe electron-stimulated reactions using this repeated cycle of electron irradiations followed by water redosing and IRAS.
Because the amount of CO is a small compared to the water for most of the experiments, the new species created by the electron-stimulated reactions are typically difficult to discern in the raw spectra.
However, the reaction products can be seen by taking the difference between the irradiated spectra and the spectra obtained prior to irradiation. Alternatively, experiments were repeated without CO and differential absorbance spectra were obtained from the irradiated ASW films with and without CO for the same electron fluence. This latter procedure is useful since electron irradiation leads to changes in the IRAS spectra of the ASW films that can make it difficult to observe the small signals associated with the CO-H 2 O reaction products. However, qualitatively similar results were obtained using both methods.
For the results discussed below, the reaction probability refers to the number of reactions occurring per incident electron. The experiments do not measure the time-dependence of any of the electronstimulated reactions, i. e. they do not measure the reaction rates. In addition, we will focus on experiments where the buried CO layer is spatially separated from the region near the ASW/vacuum interface where the energetic incident electrons create reactive species in the films. As a result of the spatial separation, simple kinetic models that assume the reactants are well-mixed are difficult to apply. Instead, the transport of reactants (H atoms in this case) needs to be addressed explicitly in any modelling. Figure 1a shows the IRAS spectra for a CO/ASW film prior to electron irradiation (black lines) and after irradiation at 90 K (red lines) with 100 eV electrons. The CO was deposited on a 100 ML ASW layer and was capped with a 30 ML ASW layer as described in the experimental section. For this electron fluence and H 2 O cap layer thickness, the loss of the CO peak due to electron irradiation is readily apparent in the IRAS spectra, while other changes are more difficult to detect. Figure 1b shows a series of differential 8 absorption spectra from irradiated ASW films with and without trapped CO. As seen in the figure, the electron-stimulated reactions produce CO 2 (2343 cm -1 ) 37 and methanol (CH 3 OH). The top curve in Figure   1b (purple line) shows the differential absorbance spectra for a 75 ML ASW film with a buried layer of methanol for comparison with the irradiated spectra. All the main peaks observed in the methanol/ASW The results in Figure 1 show that for CO that is capped with a 30 ML ASW film, both reduction reactions leading to methanol and oxidation reactions producing CO 2 are observed, consistent with earlier experiments. 17, 27, 37, 40, 41 The reduction of CO due to reactions with hydrogen is also observed for CO trapped much deeper in the ASW films. For example, Figure 2 shows several differential absorbance spectra for a CO layer that was capped with a 100 ML ASW film and irradiated with 100 eV electrons at 110 K. For this experiment, HCO, CH 2 O and methanol (not shown) are observed. However, essentially no CO 2 is produced. The HCO peak increases quickly and is then approximately independent of electron fluence while the CH 2 O peak increases in intensity for the range of fluences shown.
III. Results
As the electron fluence increases, CO is converted to methanol. contrast to previous experiments where CO 2 production is an important pathway in the irradiation of mixed CO/water films. 17, 27, 37, 39-41 As discussed below, the linear increase in the methanol signal without any appreciable induction suggests that the reaction of CO with hydrogen atoms has the lowest probability of the hydrogenation reactions (reactions 2 -5).
The number of reactions per electron for the CO depends on the thickness of the ASW film that is covering the adsorbed CO layer. Figure 4a shows the amount of CO remaining in the irradiated films versus electron fluence for θ Cap = 60, 100 and 200 ML. For these experiments, the films were irradiated at 100 K. The loss of CO, measured by the decrease in its integrated IRAS signal, reflects the contributions from all the non-thermal reaction channels. As θ Cap increases, the reaction probability quickly decreases. . For θ Cap ≥ 60 ML, the reaction probability is inversely proportional to θ Cap (Fig. 4b, solid line) . Because the probability for a particle to diffuse a distance L into a film falls as 1/L, the results in Fig. 4b suggest that, for θ Cap ≥ 60 ML, reactants produced by the incident electrons near the ASW/vacuum interface diffuse into the ASW film and initiate the reactions with the buried CO layer.
For CO coadsorbed with water, previous research 37, 41, 42 and the results presented here suggest that sequential hydrogenation reactions lead to the formation of HCO, CH 2 O and CH 3 OH. For the experiments where the CO is located below the typical penetration depth of the energetic electrons, the reaction mechanism is not immediately clear. One possibility is that hydrogen atoms produced by electronic excitations within the penetration depth of the energetic electrons subsequently diffuse through the ASW, producing the observed reactions. However, previous experiments investigating the electron-stimulated reactions that produce molecular hydrogen at buried ASW/Pt(111) interfaces have indicated that hydrogen atom diffusion is not the dominant mechanism in that case. 16, 19 To test for hydrogen atom diffusion, we performed experiments where the isotopic composition of the ASW cap layer was varied.
For the experiments shown in Figure 5 , a 30 ML D 2 O film was deposited on Pt(111) at 100 K, and CO was dosed at T < 30 K. The CO was then covered with a layer of D 2 O followed by an H 2 O layer where the total cap layer coverage was fixed at 100 ML, but the amount of each isotope was varied (see schematic in Fig. 6a ). Figure 5 shows the IRAS spectra for various amounts of H 2 O in the 100 ML cap. As a further test for diffusion of H atoms within the ASW films, we performed experiments with two spatially separated and isotopically labeled layers of CO within the ASW films (Figures 7 and 8 ). For these experiments a 60 ML ASW film was deposited on Pt(111) followed by a One possible explanation for the reduced reaction probability at low temperatures shown in Figure 9 is a decrease in H (or D) diffusion rate. In that scenario, the CO reaction probability would decrease at lower temperatures because the H atoms do not have sufficient time to reach the buried CO layer (i.e. the H atoms become "frozen" in the ASW). If that were the case, introducing a time delay between the electron irradiation and subsequent measurement of the IRAS signal should affect the results, particularly at temperatures where the reaction probability first becomes appreciable (~70 -80 K in our experiments).
However experiments where such a delay time was introduced did not affect the results (data not shown),
suggesting that a decrease in the H or D atom diffusion rate at lower temperatures was not primarily responsible for the decreasing CO reaction probability seen in Figure 9 .
Estimates of the time required for an atom to diffuse to the buried CO layer as a function of the temperature also indicate that changes in the H or D diffusion rate are not primarily responsible for the results in Figure 9 . The key point is that once the particles can diffuse far enough to reach the buried layer on the timescale of the experiments, further increases in the diffusion rate will not result in more reactions per incident electron. Using the diffusion rates measured by Bartels and co-workers 70 we can estimate the 13 time required for an H atom to diffuse from the region near the surface to the CO layer 100 ML below the surface: Since the hopping rate for both H and D in crystalline ice is ~10 4 jumps/s at 70 K, 71 the time to diffuse to the CO layer should only be ~1 s, which is already fast on the timescale of our experiments.
Thus at temperatures above ~70 K, the H and D atoms are already sufficiently mobile to reach the buried CO layer on the timescale of our experiments, and further increases in the diffusion rate will not lead to more reactions. This supports the observation that adding a waiting time after the irradiation did not change the results in Figure 9 . The activation energy for the results in Figure 9 is approximately half the activation energy measured by Bartels et al., for the diffusion of H or D atoms in crystalline ice. 70 If the activation energy for H diffusion in ASW is lower than in crystalline ice, then the H and D atoms will become mobile at even lower temperatures, and thus will also not explain the observations.
Previous research has investigated the diffusion of H atoms on the surface of ASW at low temperatures (e.g. T ≤ 20 K). 42, 44, 46 Calculations suggest that H diffusion in ASW is slow enough that it
does not play a role in the hydrogenation reactions for T ≤ 20 K. Instead it was suggested that surface diffusion, including on the surfaces of cracks in the ASW, is important. 46 The H atom diffusion rate estimated above also suggests that any H atoms produced by the energetic electrons at temperatures below ~40 -50 K, will be frozen in the ASW in our experiments. However since the reaction probability is small for T < 70 K, the results in Figure 9 provide no further information on the mobility of the H atoms at these lower temperatures.
IV. Discussion and Random Walk Model
Several species are detected in the irradiated films. For θ Cap > 50 ML, HCO, CH 2 O and CH 3 OH are all observed in the IRAS spectra while little or no CO 2 is observed. For θ Cap < 50 ML, both reduced and oxidized reaction products are observed. The separation of the CO reactions into regions with both oxidation and reduction for θ Cap < 50 ML and only reduction for θ Cap > 50 ML probably results from different mobilities for the reducing species (primarily H atoms) versus the oxidizing species within the 14 ASW films. As a result, the CO reactions provide a method for investigating the distribution of water dissociation events versus distance within the ASW films. The oxidation reactions occurring for CO trapped near the vacuum interface, and the distribution of water dissociation events will be the subject of a future publication. Here, we will concentrate on the CO reduction occurring in films with θ Cap > 50 ML.
As discussed in the introduction, previous research suggests that the production of methanol during the irradiation of mixed H 2 O/CO ices proceeds by the sequential hydrogenation of CO (reactions 2 -5), 37, 41, 42 and the experiments reported here are generally consistent with this hypothesis. In the gas phase, the calculated barrier for the reaction, CO + H → HCO, is ~17 kJ/mol. 72, 73 Therefore, it has been assumed that the reaction occurs when energetic H atoms, produced from H 2 O dissociation, collide with a CO.
However, the current results show that thermalized H atoms diffusing through the ASW react efficiently with trapped CO. Recent experiments where H and CO were co-deposited in a neon matrix at T < 10 K have also demonstrated that thermalized H can react with CO. 43 Calculations suggest that tunneling can result in relatively efficient reactions even at temperatures where above-barrier reactions would be slow.
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For CO trapped in ASW films, cage effects -which keep the H + CO next to each other for longer timesshould promote the reaction by allowing sufficient time for tunneling to occur. Because we do not detect any appreciable difference in the reaction probability for CO trapped in H 2 O or D 2 O (Fig. 9) , isotope effects do not appear to be important for these experiments.
A. Random Walk Model
To further explore the reaction of CO trapped in ASW with H atoms, we have developed a simple Monte Carlo diffusion model. The model is based upon the assumption that H atoms are produced by the interactions of the energetic electrons with water molecules in the ASW films (e.g. reaction 1), and once produced, these atoms can then diffuse through the film until they react. The possible reactions included in our model are 1) sequential hydrogenation of CO (i.e. reactions 2 -5), 2) desorption from the film if the H atom reaches the ASW/vacuum interface, or 3) adsorption on the Pt(111) if it reaches the ASW/Pt 15 interface. In the model, the diffusion of the H atoms takes place on a simple cubic lattice, where each layer of the ASW film, i, is represented by a plane (z = i) in the lattice, and the system has periodic boundary conditions in the x and y directions. The CO layers are assumed to occupy a plane that is parallel to the ASW/Pt interface at a position corresponding to θ Cap for the experiment of interest (see Figure S2 , supplemental information).
In the model, lateral coordinates (i.e. x and y) are randomly chosen for the CO adsorption sites until a desired CO coverage is obtained. The CO and its reaction products are assumed to be immobile. Initial lateral coordinates for the H atoms are also chosen at random, while the initial z, z 0 , can be chosen from a specified distribution, P init (z 0 ). H atom trajectories are run sequentially and the atoms perform a random walk on the lattice until they react. If the atom encounters a site occupied with CO, HCO, CH 2 O, or CH 3 O, it reacts with a specified probability. If the atom does not react, it continues the random walk. The reaction sequence is assumed to stop at methanol. If an H atom reaches either interface of the film, it reacts (i.e. desorbs into vacuum or adsorbs on the Pt) with unit probability. H atom trajectories are run until all the CO is converted to CH 3 OH. An advantage of this model over a mean-field chemical kinetics model is that it allows us to explicitly treat the position of the CO layer (or layers) relative to the source of the H atoms.
We have used this simple model to investigate several of the experimental observations: i) the ~1/θ Cap decrease in the CO reaction probability (Fig. 4b) , ii) the distribution of the initial positions for the H atoms that participate in the hydrogenation reactions (Fig. 6a) , iii) the nearly linear decrease in the CO signal versus electron fluence (Figs. 3 and 4a) , and iv) the delay in the loss of the more deeply buried CO layer in the two CO layer experiments (Figs. 7 and 8) . Some of these observations depend sensitively upon the assumption of sequential hydrogenation reactions and their reaction probabilities, while others are largely independent of these details. For example, the model reproduces the 1/θ Cap dependence for the CO reaction probability seen in Fig. 4b because for any given P init (z 0 ) that is localized near the vacuum interface, the probability of the atoms randomly walking to a depth of z in the film is proportional to 1/z (results not shown).
B. Initial Distribution of H atoms
The experiments shown in Figures 5 and 6a provide information on the distribution of the initial positions of H atoms within the ASW films that subsequently react with the CO layer, P react (z 0 ).
Specifically, the results in Figure 6a correspond to the normalized integral of P react (z 0 ) versus z 0 :
. Note however that P react (z 0 ) is different than P init (z 0 ) because atoms that are created closer to the vacuum interface are more likely to reach that interface and desorb from the film, while those that are created deeper in the film are more likely to reach the CO layer. The probability for an atom created at a depth, z 0 , to diffuse to a CO layer buried at 48 With this distribution of initial positions, the simulation does not reproduce the results (Fig. 6a, dashed line) . Specifically, in the experiments essentially none of the H atoms that react with the buried CO layer originate from the first 10 ML of the film, while almost half the H atoms come from that region in the simulation. Thus the simulations suggest that the H atoms that react with the buried CO layer originate deeper within the film.
A distribution of initial positions, P init (z 0 ), that peaks in the near surface region can better reproduce the experimental results in Figure 6a . For example, Figure 6b shows P react (z 0 ) (black triangles) for a simulation where show the probability distributions of initial positions for all the hydrogen atoms and those that subsequently react with the buried CO layer, respectively. Because most of the H atoms diffuse to the ASW/vacuum interface and desorb, P react (z) is smaller than P init (z) and its maximum is shifted deeper into the ASW (see text for discussion). 
